
Evaluation Report
___________________________________________________________________

Stallion: Wybren fan Northster
Cat. #:
Date: March 26, 2011
___________________________________________________________________

Pedigree: Feike 395 x Ster Wicher 334 x Ster pref. Jakob 302 x Ster Jurjen x Ster pref Feitse 293

Stam line: 187

Kinship %: 17.5 (average)
___________________________________________________________________

Exterior:
Height: 1.66m / 16.1 ¼ hands.

Breed type: Wybren is a breed typical stallion with charisma. His face has good expression. The well shaped neck
is of sufficient length and vertical.

Conformation: Wybren is well developed, youthful looking, and is more than sufficiently uphill in conformation. His
shoulder is sloping and the withers are well developed. He is slightly sunken in the middle. The broad
loans have a good connection into the croup.

Legs: The hind legs are correct in conformation. The legs are of good quality. The feet are of sufficient size.
The stallion stands under in the front.

Estimated breeding value for exterior:

Reliability % Breed type Conformation Legs Walk Trot
108 107 105 104 105

Estimated breeding value for height at the withers: 105.

Performance testing:
Training report:
Wybren was rather green in training when he arrived. He took on the work very well and made much progress in
quality of performance. He is an intelligent stallion that shows much willingness to work. The stallion has a pleasant,
friendly, and cooperative personality.

Walk:
In walk the stallion shows much activity. The walk is pure and has sufficient length in stride. The front legs could cover
a bit more ground in stride.

Trot:
The trot has sufficient length in stride. The hind legs are placed actively under the body with much bend in the hock.
The front legs could cover more ground in stride.

Canter:
The canter has more than sufficient length in stride, has quality canter strides with the front legs sufficiently covering
ground. In canter the stallion shows a beautiful, sufficiently uphill posture.

Suitability as a riding horse:
Wybren shows good use of the hind legs in all three gaits. The front legs could cover more ground. Under saddle the
stallion has a beautiful posture and more than sufficient suppleness. He has more than sufficient talent as a riding
horse.

Suitability as a driving/show-driving horse:
Wybren is a stallion that in harness shows more than sufficient use of the hind legs. The hind legs are active but could
have more suspension. The stallion shows more than sufficient posture and front in harness. The front legs could
show more action and length in stride as a show-driving horse.



Scores saddle test:
Walk Trot Canter HSW Transitions Suitability Total score

7 6.5 7.5 7.5 7 7 78

Scores driving test:
Walk Trot HSW Transitions Willingness to Work Suitability Total score

7 7 7 7 7.5 7 78

Scores show-driving test:
Posture Use of the front

legs
Use of the hind legs Suspension Willingness to Work Suitability Total score

7 6 7 6 7.5 6.5 73.5

*HSW = posture, self carriage, flexibility

Conclusion performance testing:
Wybren fan Northster showed especially as a riding and driving horse more than sufficient talent during the testing.
Moreover, he made much progress during the test.

___________________________________________________________________

Final conclusion:
Wybren fan Northster has a good pedigree and good exterior. In the test he made a good impression as a sport horse,
especially in the saddle and driving disciplines. Based on his quality he has been registered in the Studbook registry
for stallions with the name Wybren 464.

___________________________________________________________________
Advice for using Wybren 464:
Wybren 464 can be used to improve on height and exterior. He is especially suitable for improving on activity in the
hind legs. He is best used on mares that do not stand under in the front and have good length in stride of the front
legs. When using Wybren 464 one has to take into account that he carries relatively much Feitse-293 blood.


